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A menagerie of human concepts

Tomasetto is one of the most productive proponents
of a theoreticaI stance that characterises behaviouraI
innovation - development - as an expression of a cascade
of evolutionary adaptations to se[ective regimes lost
in the mists of time. According to this approach, our
ancestors evolved unique capacities for representing
others' minds and unique motivations for engaging in
coltaborative activities. Humans, in Tomasel[o's view, are a

profoundly different kind of being; explanations for human
behaviouraI development are radica[[y discontinuous
with the kinds of explanations we might use to explain
devetopment in other kinds of creatures, animals who
learn through associative learning, for examp[e.

Tomasello's theory is, in a compound word, anti-
Darwinian" Darwin tooked at the expressive capacities
of anima[s and saw a continuum, a deep unity between

anima[s and humans; Tomasello, unabashedty, does not.
Rather than appeaL to devetopmentaL processes welt-
described in other organisms, TomaseILo wheets out a
veritabte smorgasboard of uniquety human cognitive and
motivationat states: we have a sense of 'We-ness' unique
in the wortd; other animaLs might dispLay intentionaI
behaviour, but we have uniqueLy human 'shared

intentionaIity'; humans, but not other anima[s, dispLay a

kind of'true'joint attention; and so on.

Tomasello and his colleagues have produced a body
of work that is breath-taking in its breadth and originatity.
There is no quesiion that Tomasello is one of the most
creative and productive scientists of our generation. At
the end of the book, he urges the reader to consuLt some
of the videos from his experimentalwork. The reader wiLL

most def initely be rewarded by perusal of these stunning
visuaL records in which we see skiL[ed young children
disptaying their experiise in environments for which they
have been weL[-prepared by their prior learning histories

[and apes who are not weLL-prepared for these testing
envi ron mentsJ. Appa rentty, TomaseLLo sees orga nisms
without regard to their prior Learning experiences,

the psychotogist ie: li : books

relevant or not. Hence, he rejects over a century's worth
of psychotogicat study into principLes of [earning and

instead invents a menagerie of noveI theoreticaI concepts
that he deems necessary to account for the skitts these
chitdren disptay.

The buLk of Tomaselto's evidence was gained f rom
the experimentaL study of chiLdren raised in what Joseph
Henrich and cotleagues termed Western, Educated,
lndustriaLized, Rich, and Democratic [WEIRD] societies
- these represent less than 5 per cent of the world's
popuLation. ln Tomaselto's theory, deveLopment in WEIRD

societies is taken as representative Iand a goLd standard)
of aL[ humans, everywhere and ever]rivhen. Moreover, the
experiments boLstering this theory of human uniqueness
are what has been termed '0bservation-and-Description-

Deprived' [0DD, a term coined by Tage Rai and ALan

Fiske): almost none of the evidence cited is based rn

naturalistic observations. Fina[[y, much of the foundation
for Tomasello's claim of human exceptionalism rs based

on comparison of young chiLdren raised in WEIRD

societies with, typical.Ly, much otder apes that have been

raised in what we [with WiLtiam Hopkins) have caLLed

Barren, lnstitutionat, Zoo, And other Rare Rearing
Environments IBIZARRE], without acknowledging that
institutionaLised rearin g, for examp[e, negativeLy impacts
the cognitive and socio-emotionaI skilts of chimpanzees
Ias it does for humans]. lt turns out that orphaned apes
raised in cages don't act very much Like Western middLe-
class children raised by their parents - how TomaseLLo

can take this as evidence of evotutionary, rather than
deve[opmentat differences between apes and humans is

an enduring mystery.
Therefore, we think this book might have been better

titted,'Becoming a WEIRD human:an 0DD theory of

ontogeny with BIZARRE comparisons'.

Reviewed by Kim A. Bard {Universliy c{ Pcrtsmouth) and

David A. Leavens IUniversity of Sussex].

Chattenging assumptions about how people work

This book isn't just about work-tife
batance, it's also about the future of
work environments and how we [as
individuaLsl and organisations need to
change to create environments that
are more inclusive. lt is coincidentaI
l'm sure that this book is released at
the same time as lnvisible Women by

Caroline Carido Perez, but there is a

consistent message from both that
the workptace has been designed by

men for men IMetler refers to this
as the notion of the 'ldeat Worker'|,
and that we a[[ need to chatlenge
assumptions that exist about how
people work and how jobs get done.

Me[[or has a weaLth of
organisationaL experience and her
academic rigour atso shines through.
The book is aimed especiaLLy at
women juggLing fami[y and work
commitments, aLthough I think it
has relevance to a wider audience-
She presents the chaLlenge of how
we all need to change the way we
think about wbrk and careers in

order to create Lives that are heaLthy,

sustainab[e but aLso ful.fiLting.

The writing style is accessibLe.

ALthough I didn't particu[arty warm
to the way that the content was f itted
into a modet IP0RPEL - to address

batance], there are some realty
usefut tips in here for individuats
wanting to adjust how they work; and,
most importantty, how to negotiate
that with your organisation.

I want the teaders in

organisations [let's face it, often
menl to read it. The book adds
value by clearly presenting the case
for cha[[enging assumptions that
have Long been embedded in work
environ ments.

Reviewed hy Emily Hutchinson,
Associate Editcr B*oks, Direcicr EJH

Consulting Ltd
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